
Recess Mount frames include a 
Wall Cleat (or more, depending 
on your artwork size) in the 
packaging to hang your artwork. 

IMPORTANT
The Wall Cleat(s) should be 
attached to the wall via the proper 
#7 Flathead Screws and
anchoring system.

Upon receiving your package, the Wall Cleat(s) are 
temporarily a�xed with tape and positioned onto the 
Aluminum Molding Hook sections (CHECKED AREAS) 
where they will hook onto your artwork.

Behind the black dust cover there are vertical bars. 
Do not align your wall cleat(s) to the top center of your 
artwork. Doing so will prevent your artwork from 
hanging properly. 

figure 2. Rear View of Aluminum Molding Hook

figure 1.

The top rear of the frame has a built in horizontal hook. 
This enables you to easily attach your artwork onto the 
wall cleat(s) once positioned to your wall. 
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Figure 4, 5, 6A, 6B, 6C. Latch the Aluminum Molding Hook
(located on the top rear of your artwork) onto your wall cleat(s).

figure 3.

The Wall Cleat 

Positioning Your Wall Cleat(s)

The Aluminum Molding HookThe Hanging Mechanism

Questions or Concerns?
If you have further questions, consult your 
local hardware store or contact Collector Experience 
at RMA@lik.com.
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forHANGING GUIDELINES
USING WALL CLEATS RECESS MOUNT

Disclaimer
Hanging should be carried out by an experienced professional, and as such, these Guidelines 
are provided for information only. Peter Lik and LIK USA are not responsible for personal 
injury and/or property damage notwithstanding your proper adherance to these Guidelines.

The type of hanging hardware to 
display your Peter Lik fine art 
photograph depends on the type 
of wall the photograph will be 
displayed (ie. a brick wall will 
require di�erent hangers from a 
drywall finish). Please consult with 
a professional when choosing the 
types of hanging equipment.

Artwork is best viewed at eye level.

Use a level when positioning your 
Wall Cleat onto the wall.

It’s best for two people to hang your 
artwork to the wall.

Always use caution when hanging 
heavy frames.

Quick checklist before hanging...
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Wall Buddies
Alternate hanging support can 
be used through the use of 
the Wall Buddies for artwork 
sizes up to 1.5 meters. 
Wall Buddies are attached to 
the top corners of the frame. 

IMPORTANT: Do not attempt to use the 
Wall Buddies to hook your artwork to the 
wall cleats. 

Be sure to use hanging hooks with the proper 
rated weight for your image size. 

Make sure to also use the correct
hanging hooks for the right surface. 
An example of DRY WALL hooks are illustrated 
in Figure 8. (NOT INCLUDED).

Wall Cleat Screws are Round.

Figure 9B. You may be using the incorrect 
screws for your wall mount. 

Make sure you are using 
#7 Flathead Screws. 
Refer also to Figure 1.

Center-aligned to Vertical Bars.

Figure 9C. You may have your artwork 
hooked above the vertical bars (which are 
behind the black dust cover). Try sliding 
your artwork to the right or left, which 
should fix this problem. Refer also 
to Figure 2.

If you have any other issues with your 
artwork, please contact Collector 
Experience at RMA@lik.com. 
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Why is my artwork tilting o� the wall?

*Alternative Hanging Support
*Up to 1.5 meter Artwork
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The Hanging Mechanism (continued)
Latch the Aluminum Molding Hook (located on the top rear of your artwork) 
onto your wall cleat(s).


